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AND THE EQUITY MARKET OUTLOOK 
 
by Robert F. DeLucia, CFA 
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The central conclusion of this report is that the outlook for the US equity market 

varies significantly depending upon time horizon. Despite obvious overvaluation, 

the US equity market may continue to benefit from exceptionally strong earnings 

growth and an abundance of central bank liquidity in the very short term.  

 

However, the equity market faces daunting challenges in the medium and long 

term. Because it is not possible to accurately time the shift from bull market to 

bear market, the equity market is at a very risky point. An interim market 

consolidation phase cannot be ruled out. 

 

▪ Both the S&P 500 Index and the Dow Jones Industrials rose to an all-time 

high on May 7. Although overvalued and overbought, the US equity market has 

benefitted from three primary factors: (1) Exceptionally strong growth in 

company earnings; (2) An abundance of liquidity provided by the Federal 

Reserve; and (3) Historically depressed bond yields.  

 

▪ The most compelling argument for US equities is the extremely favorable 

outlook for company earnings over the next several quarters. The corporate 

sector is on the threshold of a breathtaking boom in earnings that could extend 

through the early quarters of 2022. Companies are benefitting from a 

confluence of economic forces that could culminate in the most spectacular 

profit cycle in decades. 

 

▪ Reported earnings in the first quarter have exceeded Wall Street estimates by 

the largest margin in the history of the data. Compared with analyst estimates 

of 21% growth, earnings per share (EPS) for companies in the S&P 500 are on 

track to increase by nearly 40% in the quarter. Revenue growth could 

approach 10% in the quarter versus analyst estimates of 6%. 

 

▪ The expansion in profit margins can be attributed to several factors. Firms 

have exercised tight control over labor costs, both in terms of wages and head 

count. Productivity increased at a 4% annual rate in the quarter, double the 

long-term average. Unit labor costs rose by only 1.5%, trailing the 2% 

increase in average selling prices.  

 

 

 

 

 

There are four critical 

factors that investors 

should monitor for signals 

of a reversal in equity 

market momentum in the 

medium term: A flattening 

(or decline) in consensus 

earnings estimates;           

a sustained rise in 

government bond yields; a 

sudden shift in Federal 

Reserve policy; and a shift 

in investor perceptions 

regarding inflation.      

Each of these could reach 

an inflection point within 

the next 12 months. 
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▪ Inflation and the future trend in productivity are the critical variables in the 

outlook for healthy and sustained economic growth and corporate profitability. 

Rapid productivity growth allows firms to pay fewer workers more income and 

remain profitable; higher real wages translate into greater real domestic 

consumption per worker, which boosts company sales. 

 

▪ Quarterly earnings should continue to expand at a double-digit rate over the 

next four quarters. On a rate-of-change basis, earnings growth should peak in 

the current quarter at a rate of 60%. EPS growth should slow to 30% in the 

third quarter and to 22% in the fourth quarter. 

 

▪ Full year EPS are likely to climb to a projected $195 per share this year, a 

40% increase versus EPS of $140 in 2020 and 20% above the 2019 level of 

$163 per share. However, EPS growth is likely to slow markedly beginning in 

the middle of next year. 

 

▪ Annualized earnings growth for the five years ending in 2021 would be 

10.5%, well above the very long-term historical trend of 6.5%. Corporate 

profitability is a classic mean-reverting series, suggesting that growth in future 

years will likely compensate on the downside for the well-above-average growth 

in recent years. 

 

▪ Investors should assume that legislation raising the corporate tax rate will be 

passed by Congress later this year and become effective in early 2022. 

Assuming a compromise increase in the tax rate from the current 21% to 

25%, the reduction in after-tax earnings should amount to roughly 5% for all 

of 2022.  

 

▪ What are the primary catalysts that investors should monitor that would signal 

a reversal in equity market momentum? There are four critical factors in the 

medium term: A flattening (or decline) in consensus earnings estimates; a 

sustained rise in government bond yields; a sudden shift in Federal Reserve 

policy; and a shift in investor perceptions regarding inflation. Each of these 

could reach an inflection point within the next 12 months. 

 

▪ Unsurprisingly, the large increase in the April Consumer Price Index (CPI) 

spooked financial markets, but a close examination of the data reveals that 

transitory factors played a huge role in the increase, most notably supply-chain 

disruptions and the reopening of the economy. Used-car prices and airfares 

were responsible for nearly 50% of the increase, while lodging and car rentals 

surged by 7.5% and 16% in the month, respectively. 
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▪ While I expect more moderate increases in the CPI in coming months, I have 

not changed my bearish outlook for inflation. I believe that the US economy is 

in the early phase of the largest inflation cycle since the 1980s. This one-

month report alone will not change Federal Reserve policy, but it is a warning 

that a rising trend in inflation could materialize sooner than generally 

expected.  

 

▪ In the long term, the biggest challenge for equity investors is valuation. The 

S&P 500 is currently priced at 23 times 12-month forward EPS. In an 

environment of 1.6% government bonds and 1.8% inflation, the justifiable 

P/E for the equity market is estimated at 19.5 times.  

 

▪ Virtually all stock market benchmarks have outperformed the S&P 500 over 

the past eight months. I expect the S&P 500 to remain a laggard for the 

foreseeable future, as investors diversify away from the overvalued and 

overowned large-cap technology sector and toward cyclical stock groups such 

as financials. 

 

▪ The S&P 500 is essentially a mega-cap growth index, dominated by technology 

and stable, predictable growth stocks. The 25 largest stocks in the index — 

primarily the giant tech companies — comprise more than 40% of total 

market capitalization. From its current elevated starting point, the S&P 500 is 

unlikely to generate satisfactory returns over the next several years.  

 

▪ The broad equity market should generate modestly positive returns over the 

next 6 to 12 months, but fall far short of earnings growth. Measures of market 

volatility should rise significantly compared with mild readings in recent 

months. 

 

▪ Prospects for long-term equity market returns are unfavorable. Based upon my 

valuation model, annualized rates of return on the S&P 500 are unlikely to 

exceed 2% over the next four years. The two critical assumptions in my model 

are projected EPS of $235 per share and an estimated P/E of 18x in 2025.   

 

▪ Value stocks have outperformed growth stocks by a wide margin in recent 

months. Since September 30 of last year, the total return on the Russell Value 

Stock Index is 38%, more than double the 16% on the Russell Growth Stock 

Index. Over the past 12 months, value stocks (+52%) have outperformed 

growth stocks (+42%).  

 

▪ Value stocks should continue to outperform growth stocks for a while longer. 

At 19 times 12-month forward earnings, value stocks are priced at an 

unusually large discount to the P/E ratio of 31 for the growth stock index.  
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▪ Value stocks typically outperform growth stocks during periods of rapid 

economic growth, strong earnings growth, a rising trend in inflation, and higher 

market yields on government bonds. Growth stocks will not begin to 

outperform value stocks until the Federal Reserve begins to tighten monetary 

policy aggressively and financial markets begin to discount the next recession. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Robert F. DeLucia, CFA, was formerly Senior 

Economist and Portfolio Manager for Prudential 

Retirement. Prior to that role, he spent 25 years at 

CIGNA Investment Management, most recently serving 

as Chief Economist and Senior Portfolio Manager. He 

currently serves as the Consulting Economist for 

Prudential Retirement. Bob has 45 years of 

investment experience. 
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This material is intended to provide information only. This material is not intended as advice or recommendation about investing or managing your retirement 
savings. By sharing this information, Prudential Retirement® is not acting as your fiduciary as defined by the Department of Labor or otherwise. If you need 
investment advice, please consult with a qualified professional. 
 
The opinions and recommendations herein do not take into account individual client circumstances, objectives, or needs and are not intended as 
recommendations of particular securities, financial instruments or strategies to particular clients or prospects. No determination has been made regarding 
the suitability of any securities, financial instruments or strategies for particular clients or prospects. For any securities or financial instruments mentioned 
herein, the recipient(s) of this report must make its own independent decisions. 
 
Certain information contained herein may constitute “forward-looking statements,” (including observations about markets and industry and regulatory 
trends as of the original date of this document). Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results may differ materially from those reflected or 
contemplated in such forward-looking statements. As a result, you should not rely on such forward-looking statements in making any decisions. No 
representation or warranty is made as to future performance or such forward-looking statements. 
 
The financial indices referenced herein are provided for informational purposes only. You cannot invest directly in an index. The statistical data regarding 
such indices has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but has not been independently verified. 

Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index: is a broad base, market capitalization-weighted bond market index representing intermediate term 
investment grade bonds traded in the United States. Investors frequently use the index as a stand-in for measuring the performance of the US bond market. 

Bloomberg Barclays High-Yield Corporate Bond Index: measures the USD-denominated, high yield, fixed-rate corporate bond market. Securities are 
classified as high yield if the middle rating of Moody's, Fitch and S&P is Ba1/BB+/BB+ or below. 
 
Dow Jones Industrial Average: is a stock market index that measures the stock performance of 30 large companies listed on stock exchanges in the 

United States. 
 
NASDAQ: is an American stock exchange at One Liberty Plaza in New York City. It is ranked second on the list of stock exchanges by market capitalization 
of shares traded, behind the New York Stock. 
 
Russell 2000 Index: is a small-cap stock market index of the smallest 2,000 stocks in the Russell 3000 Index. It was started by the Frank Russell 
Company in 1984. The index is maintained by FTSE Russell, a subsidiary of the London Stock Exchange Group. 
 
Russell 3000 Growth Index: is a market capitalization-weighted index based on the Russell 3000 index. The Russell 3000 Growth Index includes 
companies that display signs of above-average growth. The index is used to provide a gauge of the performance of growth stocks in the United States. 
 
Russell 3000 Value Index: : is a market-capitalization weighted equity index maintained by the Russell Investment Group and based on the Russell 3000 
Index, which measures how U.S. stocks in the equity value segment perform by including only value stocks. 
 
S&P 500® Index: Measures the performance of 500 widely held stocks in US equity market. Standard and Poor's chooses member companies for the index 
based on market size, liquidity and industry group representation. Included are the stocks of industrial, financial, utility, and transportation companies. Since 
mid-1989, this composition has been more flexible and the number of issues in each sector has varied. It is market capitalization-weighted. 
 
These materials are not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security or other financial 
instrument or any investment management services and should not be used as the basis for any investment decision. Past performance is 
not a guarantee or reliable indicator of future results. 

The information provided is not intended to provide investment advice and should not be construed as an investment recommendation by Prudential 
Financial or any of its subsidiaries.     

 
©2021 Prudential Financial, Inc. and its related entities. Prudential, the Prudential logo, and the Rock symbol are service marks of Prudential Financial, Inc., 
and its related entities, registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. 


